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ABSTRACT

Since its formation about 1.75 million years ago, the Drosophila miranda neo-Y chromosome has
undergone a rapid process of degeneration, having lost approximately half of the genes that it originally
contained. Using estimates of mutation rates and selection coefficients for loss-of-function mutations, we
show that the high rate of accumulation of these mutations can largely be explained by Muller’s ratchet,
the process of stochastic loss of the least-loaded mutational class from a finite, nonrecombining
population. We show that selection at nonsynonymous coding sites can accelerate the process of gene loss
and that this effect varies with the number of genes still present on the degenerating neo-Y chromosome.

IN the absence of recombination, different sites in the
genome do not evolve independently of each other

(Fisher 1930; Muller 1932; Felsenstein 1974). As has
been shown by studies of Drosophila populations, for
example, this leads to reduced levels of nucleotide
diversity (Bachtrog and Charlesworth 2002;
Bartolomé and Charlesworth 2006) and to signa-
tures of reduced adaptation at the DNA and protein
sequence levels, such as lower optimal codon usage and
an elevated rate of amino acid substitutions (Betan-

court and Presgraves 2002; Bachtrog 2003, 2005;
Bartolomé and Charlesworth 2006; Betancourt

et al. 2009). It is, however, still an open question how
large-scale rearrangements and the loss of whole open
reading frames can become fixed in nonrecombining
regions of the genome, leading to the evolution of
structures such as the small and degenerate Y chromo-
some of humans or the W chromosome of the chicken
(Fridolfsson et al. 1998; Skaletsky et al. 2003).

The neo-Y chromosome of Drosophila miranda is an
example of a large nonrecombining region that is
relatively young and has only partially degenerated
(Steinemann and Steinemann 1998; Bartolomé and
Charlesworth 2006; Bachtrog et al. 2008), enabling
us to study the time frame over which degeneration can
occur, as well as its possible causes. The neo-Y arose
when an autosome (corresponding to chromosome arm
2R in D. melanogaster) became fused to the Y chromo-

some. This originally contained about 3000 genes with
a total of about 4.3 Mb of coding sequence, based on the
relative sizes of the euchromatic portions of the chro-
mosome arms in the D. melanogaster genome (Adams

et al. 2000) and the data in Clark et al. (2007), Table 2.
Since there is no recombinational exchange between
homologs in Drosophila males (Gethmann 1988),
recombination between the neo-X and neo-Y became
immediately restricted; within a short evolutionary time
frame of approximately 1.75 million years (Bartolomé

and Charlesworth 2006), about half of the genes
originally present on the neo-Y have lost their function
(Bachtrog et al. 2008).

To quantify the rate of accumulation of loss-of-
function mutations on the neo-Y chromosome, which
we denote by r, it is convenient to estimate the base-line
rate of fixation for neutral mutations (which is equal to
the mutation rate) and compare this to the observed
rate of fixation of ‘‘major’’ mutations. Bachtrog et al.
(2008) showed that 55/118 genes present on the
ancestral neo-Y contain at least one frameshift muta-
tion, stop codon, or deletion, whereas these genes have
remained intact in the neo-X lineage. Stop codons are
reversible changes, which are therefore likely to behave
like rather strongly selected nonsynonymous changes
and hence fall into the class of mutations considered in
our previous article (Kaiser and Charlesworth

2009). We have therefore excluded the seven genes
with only a stop codon present from our count of loss-of-
function mutations. Seventeen genes have both frame-
shifts and stop codons, and it is unclear which came first.
It is reasonable to assume that a gene that has acquired a
loss-of-function mutation will then evolve neutrally with
respect to major mutational lesions, so that they should
not be included in our count. The probability that a
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frameshift mutation preceded a stop codon can be
estimated from the frequency of genes with stop codons
among the genes with either a frameshift or a stop
codon, 27/(27 1 7) ¼ 0.79, giving an estimate of 311

17 3 0.79 ¼ 44 for the number of genes with major
lesions that are relevant to this analysis. With an average
length of neo-Y linked coding sequence of 1188 bp in
this data set (Bachtrog et al. 2008), the divergence per
base pair with respect to loss-of-function mutations (KD)
is given by KD ¼ (44/118)/1188 ¼ 3.1 3 10�4. These
mutations all occurred along the neo-Y branch of the
tree connecting the neo-Y and neo-X chromosomes to
their common ancestor. The corresponding synony-
mous site divergence, KS, is about 1.2% for this lineage
(Bartolomé and Charlesworth 2006). To estimate
the neutral level of divergence along this branch with
respect to indel mutations, we need to multiply the value
of KS by 0.45, the estimated ratio of the number of new
indel mutations in D. melanogaster to the number of new
point mutations (Haag-Liautard et al. 2007). (This is
probably an underestimate, since some indels in coding
or regulatory sequences may been sufficiently deleteri-
ous to be selected against in these mutation accumula-
tion experiments, where approximately 38% of the
sequences characterized were coding.) If U is the rate
of origination of major deleterious mutations on the
neo-Y, the data thus suggest that r/U for the neo-Y, as
given by KD/0.45KS), is about 5.8%.

We do not know what processes have driven this
seemingly rapid accumulation of loss-of-function mu-
tations. However, the selection coefficients against
the heterozygous carriers of such mutations are likely
to be rather large (Crow and Simmons 1983), and
deleterious mutations for which Nes ? 1 (where Ne is
the effective population size and s is the selection
coefficient) have a very low probability of fixation
(Kimura 1983). Accordingly, one or more forces must
be acting to severely reduce the Ne of the neo-Y. Positive
selection, causing selective sweeps (Maynard Smith

and Haigh 1974; Kaplan et al. 1989), can drag
deleterious, linked variants to fixation, provided that
selection at the beneficial sites is strong enough to
overcome the cumulative effect of selection against
deleterious mutations in the background (Rice 1987;
Johnson and Barton 2002; Hadany and Feldman

2005). While this possibility certainly cannot be ruled
out, a high incidence of strong positive selection is
probably necessary to explain the neo-Y data on this
basis, and it is currently unclear whether this condition
is satisfied (see discussion).

We have therefore examined an alternative ‘‘null’’
model that does not invoke selective sweeps. Assuming
that deletions, frameshift mutations, and insertions
of transposable elements are irreversible events, we
have studied the process of Muller’s ratchet as a
means of fixing major mutational lesions (Muller

1964; Felsenstein 1974; Haigh 1978), as previously

proposed for the evolution of Y chromosomes by
Charlesworth (1978). Under this model, selection
against deleterious mutations is sufficiently strong
(Nes .1) that mutations in the freely recombining,
ancestral population are close to mutation–selection
equilibrium. With multiplicative fitness effects and a
Poisson distribution of the number of mutations per
haploid genome, the equilibrium size of the mutation-
free class in a Wright–Fisher population is given by N0¼
N exp(�U/s), where N is the population size in terms of
number of haploid genomes, U is the haploid genomic
mutation rate for deleterious mutations for the chro-
mosome in question, and s is the selection coefficient
against a deleterious mutation (Haigh 1978). If the
population size is finite, genetic drift will eventually lead
to the stochastic loss of this class of individuals; without
recombination or backmutation, it cannot be restored
(the ratchet has made one ‘‘click’’). The process of
repeated loss of the least-loaded class of individuals
leads to the constant accumulation of deleterious
mutations within the population, and with each click
of the ratchet, one deleterious mutation becomes fixed
(Charlesworth and Charlesworth 1997). The rate
of fixation of irreversible deleterious mutations, r, is
thus greatly increased over that for mutations with
the same selection coefficients in a freely recombining
population.

We can reasonably assume that major mutations are
irreversible and that Nes for such mutations is much lar-
ger than one. However, we do not know a priori whether
the ratchet can explain the neo-Y data, since it cannot
operate if N0s is too large (Gordo and Charlesworth

2000a,b). One factor that might speed up the ratchet is
the presence of deleterious mutations caused by base
substitutions at amino acid sites in coding sequences.
We call these sites ‘‘background selection’’ or BGS sites.
As shown by Kaiser and Charlesworth (2009),
selection at BGS sites can drastically reduce the Ne value
for a nonrecombining genomic region because of Hill–
Robertson interference (Hill and Robertson 1966),
but the reduction in Ne levels off as the number of
nonsynonymous sites under selection increases. For
very long chromosomes such as the neo-Y, neutral
diversity, which is directly proportional to Ne (Kimura

1983), asymptotes at a level of about 1.5% of the value
with free recombination, with mutation and selection
parameters that are plausible for Drosophila (Kaiser

and Charlesworth (2009). We expect the reduction
in Ne caused by the BGS sites to accelerate the rate of the
ratchet, since Gordo and Charlesworth (2001) and
Söderberg and Berg (2007) have shown that back-
ground selection can have such an effect, but the ex-
pected magnitude of the effect is unknown for realistic
parameter values.

Here, we show that a high rate of fixation of strongly
deleterious loss-of-function mutations on the neo-Y
chromosome of D. miranda is compatible with a ‘‘null’’
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model of selection acting against deleterious mutations
alone. We also show that selection against amino acid
mutations has a significant effect on the rate at which
these major mutations can accumulate.

METHODS

Theoretical background: Analytical and numerical
results are available for the speed of the ratchet in a
non-recombining, Wright–Fisher haploid population
of size N, where the rate of origin of new deleterious
mutations per generation is U, the selection coeffi-
cient against a single mutation is s, and fitness ef-
fects of different mutations combine multiplicatively
(Haigh 1978; Pamilo et al. 1987; Stephan et al.
1993; Gessler 1995; Higgs and Woodcock 1995;
Gordo and Charlesworth 2000a,b, 2001; Jain

2008; Rouzine et al. 2008).
We will make use of some of these results for

interpreting the rate of movement of the ratchet. We
first consider the case when N0 . 1, where N0 ¼ N
exp(�U/s)—see above. Following a click of the ratchet,
the population will approach a new equilibrium after a
time TA, with the number of individuals carrying just
one mutation being equal to N exp(�U/s). TA has been
estimated (Gordo and Charlesworth 2000a) as

TA ¼
1

s
1� 1:6s

U

� �
: ð1Þ

Recently, Jain (2008) has derived analytical approxima-
tions for the average time, TC, between two clicks of the
ratchet (disregarding TA), provided that N0 ? 1

TC � N0f2� InðbÞg; b>1 ð2aÞ

TC �
ffiffiffiffi
p
p

N0 b�1:5expðbÞ; b?1 ð2bÞ

where b ¼ 0.6N0s.
The net expected rate of fixation of deleterious

mutations, r, is thus given by 1/(TA 1 TC). This can be
compared with the value for a freely recombining
haploid Wright-Fisher population of size N (Kimura

1962)

r ¼ 2UNs

e2Ns � 1
: ð3Þ

The significance of N0 and N0s for driving the ratchet
has been previously discussed (Haigh 1978; Bell

1988; Stephan et al. 1993; Gessler 1995; Gordo and
Charlesworth 2000b). Equations 1 and 2 imply that
the rate of the ratchet divided by N is constant if Ns is
held constant. Similarly, r/U, (i.e., the rate relative to
the neutral rate) is expected to be constant if the
products Ns and NU are held constant, as would be

expected from the fact that these results are derived
from a diffusion equation approximation (Ewens

2004, p. 157).
In some cases that we studied, the condition N0 . 1 is

violated. We then used numerical solutions of Equations
1 – 5 of Gessler (1995) to compute r.

The model: To simulate the accumulation of irrevers-
ible major deleterious mutations by the ratchet in the
presence of deleterious nonsynonymous mutations, we
used forward simulations of sequence evolution, simi-
lar to those described in Kaiser and Charlesworth

(2009). Briefly, we used a Wright-Fisher model consist-
ing of a population of 1,000 haploid individuals, each of
which carry a single non-recombining chromosome of
length L, where L varies from 32kb to 1.28Mb. Two-
thirds of all the sites on a chromosome are ‘‘background
selection sites’’ (BGS sites), representing sites at which
nonsynonymous mutations can occur. The selection
coefficients for these sites are drawn from a log-normal
distribution with a harmonic mean Ns ¼ 10 in the
corresponding diploid population of size 500, i.e.,
for which the coalescent effective population size N
(Hudson 1990; Charlesworth 2009) is 500. At the
remaining sites on the chromosome, major knock-out
mutations can occur that have much larger fitness
effects. These sites will be called ‘‘major’’ sites. Selection
is multiplicative across all sites. Note that, because we
do not allow recombination, the exact position of
the ‘‘major’’ sites on our simulated chromosomes is
irrelevant.

At the start of each run, all BGS sites are in mutation-
selection equilibrium, whereas there are no mutations
at the major sites. The rate of mutation at BGS sites is
constant per site, i.e., adding more sites to the chromo-
some increases the chromosome-wide mutation rate for
the BGS sites. In contrast, we keep the chromosome-
wide mutation rate, U, at the major sites constant, i.e.,
we measure the effect of increasing or decreasing
BGS, without changing the influx of major mutations.
Mutations at major sites are irreversible and are
thus expected to accumulate via a Muller’s ratchet
process; the BGS sites are reversible, and initially
accumulate at a constant rate, until an equilibrium
between forward and backward mutation is reached
(Kaiser and Charlesworth 2009). The reduction in
Ne for linked neutral sites, caused by the BGS sites,
however, reaches a steady state very quickly (Kaiser and
Charlesworth 2009).

10,000 generations of mutation, selection and re-
production were performed, and the rate, r, of fixation
of major mutations was estimated by calculating the
slope of the regression line for the number of sites fixed
against time. Test runs were performed to check if the
simulation results were compatible with the rates pre-
dicted by equations (1) and (2), using a range of
parameters for U and s (see supporting information,
Table S1).
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Mutational parameters and scaling by population
size: To be able to compare our simulation results with
the r/U value of 0.058 that we estimated for the
D. miranda neo-Y chromosome, we used scaled values
of mutation and selection parameters. According to
diffusion theory, it is possible to infer the behavior of the
system in a much larger population than assumed in the
simulations by keeping the products of NeU and Nes
constant (McVean and Charlesworth 2000; Ewens

2004, p.157), if time is measured in units of Ne

generations. Without interference effects, the effective
population size for the D. miranda neo-Y is likely to be
one-quarter of the diploid Ne, which has been estimated
to be about 840,000 (Loewe et al. 2006), although a
more recent and larger study of synonymous diversity
suggests a much lower value, of around 330,000
(P. Haddrill, L. Loewe and B. Charlesworth, un-
published data), so that 840,000 may be conservative as
far as the speed of the ratchet is concerned. Mutation
and selection parameters for use in our simulations with
a haploid number of 1000 were obtained by multiplying
the biologically realistic values by 2.1 3 105/500 ¼ 420.
The length of our runs therefore correspond to 4.2
million generations when rescaled, or 804,000 years
assuming five generations per year for D. miranda.

We assume here that the main two causes of loss-of-
function of a gene are indel mutations or TE insertions.
Both types of mutations are likely to contribute equally
to fitness loss and are hence treated as a single process
from the point of view of the ratchet. The rate of
origination of indel mutations in D. melanogaster is
about 2.6 3 10�9/bp/generation (Haag-Liautard

et al. 2007). With an estimated 4.3 million coding
sequence sites on the neo-Y before degeneration (see
the introduction), this gives a per-chromosome mu-
tation rate of approximately 0.01. We further assume
that the observed frequency of TE insertions into
intronic sequences in the D. miranda neo-Y chromo-
some reflects the insertion rate into coding sequences,
but without selective constraints. No TEs were found
within coding sequences by Bachtrog et al. (2008), but
13 out of 118 genes that were present on the ancestral
neo-Y carry new TE insertions in introns. The total
length of intron sequence in the sample of genes
studied by Bachtrog et al. (2008) is about 70.2 kb, so
that the expected number of putatively neutral TE
insertions per basepair is 13/(70.2 3 103), i.e., 1.85 3

10�4. The predicted level of accumulation of neutral
indels per basepair on the neo-Y branch is about 45% of
the value for base substitutions (Haag-Liautard et al.
2007), i.e., 0.0054, so that we estimate that the rate of
insertion of new TEs into coding sequence relative to
the rate for indels is 1.85 3 10�4/0.0054 ¼ 0.034, which
can be neglected.

We used a slightly conservative estimate of the rate
of occurrence of ‘‘major’’ mutations on the neo-Y
in D. miranda, before degeneration, of U ¼ 0.009/

generation. If we scale this value to a haploid population
size of 1000, keeping NeU constant and using the above
estimate of Ne for D. miranda, we obtain a U value of 3.78
for our simulations. Note that the scaled point mutation
rate of Nu ¼ 0.0052 at the BGS sites that we used in our
simulations was obtained by combining the above
estimate of the point mutation rate per basepair with
the D. melanogaster estimate of Ne, which is about 1.3
million (Loewe et al. 2006; Loewe and Charlesworth

2007); this enabled us to estimate the reduction in Ne

for neutral sites caused by the BGS sites alone, since data
were available from previous simulations (Kaiser and
Charlesworth 2009). A realistic value for D. miranda
would be about 25% smaller than this, if the above
estimate of Ne for D. miranda were used. It seems likely,
however, that D. miranda has undergone a recent
reduction in effective population size (Yi et al. 2003;
Bachtrog and Andolfatto 2006; Bachtrog 2007), so
that use of this larger value is probably realistic as far as
the history of the neo-Y chromosome is concerned. In
any case, having an increased u per BGS site is nearly
equivalent to having more sites in the simulations and
may actually give more realistic results, since we were
unable to simulate as many selected sites as are present
on the neo-Y.

Estimates of the selection coefficients against major
mutations: About one-quarter of loss-of-function mu-
tations in Drosophila are lethal in the homozygous
state, but lead to a mean reduction in fitness of
only 1–2% when heterozygous (Crow and Simmons

1983; Charlesworth and Charlesworth 1998;
Charlesworth and Hughes 2000). Since mutations
on the neo-Y chromosome are nearly always masked by
functional alleles on the neo-X (see discussion), we
need here to consider only the heterozygous selection
coefficients. Knock-out mutations are all not expected
to have the same effects (i.e., losing a gene that is part of
a gene family might be less deleterious than losing a
single-copy gene). However, the mean selection co-
efficient against mutations that are segregating in a
randomly mating population is close to the value for the
harmonic mean s when there is a distribution of s values
(Loewe et al. 2006), because segregating mutations tend
to be less deleterious than the average of all new
mutations. The mean heterozygous selection coefficient
for segregating knock-out mutations for enzyme loci in
D. melanogaster has been estimated to be about s¼ 0.0015
(Langley et al. 1981). For a haploid population of N ¼
1000, this corresponds to a scaled s value of 0.63 with our
estimate of Ne for the D. miranda neo-Y chromosome.

To circumvent the problem of using a wide distribu-
tion of scaled s values, which can generate unrealistically
large heterozygous selection coefficients (?1), we
tested whether simulations with a single selection co-
efficient for all major sites gave quantitatively similar
results compared to using a distribution of s values,
provided that the fixed selection coefficient is equal to
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the harmonic mean of the distribution of s values. Runs
were performed for 10,000 generations, and r/U was
calculated and compared between runs.

Tests of scaling: Scaling of parameters of mutation
and selection by the population size produces coherent
results when the s values are relatively small (McVean and
Charlesworth 2000), but the diffusion approximations
might break down for stronger selection, such as the
parameter space assumed for selection at the major sites.
We therefore tested whether the scaling of s by the
population size works, for both major and nonsynon-
ymous sites; i.e., we tested whether r/U remains constant
when the population size is changed, scaling mutation
and parameters appropriately. Runs using a population
size of N ¼ 1000, 10,000, 20,000, or 40,000 individuals
were performed. In these runs, all BGS sites were
assigned a fixed selection coefficient that corresponds
to a (diploid) Ns of 10, and the (diploid) Ns at the major
sites was equal to 315. (This corresponds to a heterozy-
gous s value of 0.63 for a haploid population size of N ¼
1000, the scaled neo-Y value). We measured r/U for the
major mutations, using a chromosome length of 32 kb.

Testing how r/U behaves when the length of
the chromosome increases: Runs using scaled neo-Y
parameters of mutation and selection were performed,
with different lengths of chromosomes (32 kb to 1.28
Mb), and the average r/U was measured for each run.

To compare these results to the expected rates on
the basis of Equations 1 and 2, we first calculated the
reduction in Ne caused by the BGS sites alone, on

the basis of levels of neutral diversity, p ¼ 4Neu, as
obtained from the previous BGS simulations (Kaiser

and Charlesworth 2009). N in Equations 1 and 2 was
then replaced by this value of Ne. In some cases, we
cannot use Equation 2 because the equilibrium size of
the least-loaded class, N0 ¼ N exp (�U/s), , 1; as
described above, we then used the approach of Gessler

(1995) to calculate the expected rates.

RESULTS

The question that we explore is whether the esti-
mated value for the D. miranda neo-Y chromosome of
r/U, the rate of fixation of major mutations relative to
their mutation rate, can be accounted for by Muller’s
ratchet, using the parameter values and simulation
methods described above. We first discuss how well
the rescaling by population size performs and then
describe the major results of interest for interpreting
the observations on D. miranda. The results shown in
Figures 1 and 2 are the averages over four runs; those
presented in Table 1 are from single simulation runs.

Tests of the scaling and selection parameters used in
the simulations: Using the approach described in
methods, the procedure of scaling the mutation and
selection parameters by the population size N produced
very similar results for simulated values of r/U. Differ-
ences in N had almost no effect when the products of Ns
and Nu were held constant for both the BGS sites and
the major sites (Figure 1). Hence, we can be reasonably

TABLE 1

Simulation results for r/U for a range of s-values at the ‘‘major’’ sites

s follows a log-normal distributiona

m �1.0 �1.0 �0.7 �0.7 �0.35 �0.7 �0.2
s 0.4 0.1 0.4 0.1 0.2 0.1 0.1
Fraction (lethal mutations) 0.005 0.000 0.040 0.000 0.040 0.0002 0.022
s (arithmetic) nonlethal 0.394 0.370 0.511 0.499 0.704 0.708 0.818
s (harmonic) nonlethal 0.338 0.366 0.447 0.494 0.681 0.701 0.811
s (arithmetic) total 0.398 0.370 0.531 0.499 0.716 0.708 0.822
s (harmonic) total 0.339 0.366 0.457 0.494 0.689 0.701 0.814
Fraction (0 # s # 0.2) 0.064 0.000 0.011 ,0.001 ,0.001 ,0.001 ,0.001
Fraction (0.2 , s # 0.4) 0.518 0.796 0.285 0.015 0.002 ,0.001 ,0.001
Fraction (0.4 , s # 0.6) 0.306 0.204 0.385 0.956 0.211 0.054 0.001
Fraction (0.6 , s # 0.8) 0.086 0.000 0.201 0.029 0.521 0.843 0.408
Fraction (0.8 , s # 1.0) 0.026 0.000 0.118 0.000 0.265 0.103 0.591
r/U 0.144 0.135 0.089 0.077 0.018 0.015 0.001

Fixed values of sb

s 0.339 0.366 0.457 0.494 0.689 0.701 0.814
r/U 0.149 0.135 0.091 0.077 0.017 0.014 0.001

In all runs, BGS occurs at the first and second codon position, with a harmonic mean of Ns ¼ 10 at the BGS sites (L ¼ 320 kb;
U ¼ 3.78).

a Distribution of s values at major sites. s is drawn from a log-normal distribution with mean m and standard deviation s on the
log scale. The fraction of lethal mutations (s $ 1), as well as the arithmetic and harmonic mean of s is given, considering either
only nonlethal mutations or all mutations at major sites. The fractions of major sites, where s takes values in the interval 0–0.2, 0.2–
0.4, 0.4–0.6, 0.6–0.8, and 0.8–1.0 are indicated.

b All major sites are assigned a fixed selection coefficient s, equal to the harmonic mean s of in the corresponding column at the top.
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confident that our simulations of small populations can
be used to predict the behavior of the ratchet in a much
larger population, such as that of D. miranda.

We also found that r/U remains largely unchanged if
a fixed s value is used for the major effect mutations,
instead of a log-normal distribution of s values, provided
that the fixed s value corresponds to the harmonic mean
of the respective distribution (Table 1). This suggests
that our simulations using scaled values with a fixed
selection coefficient produce results comparable to
those of a much larger population, where s values are
drawn from a distribution.

The effects of BGS on the speed of the ratchet: Our
simulations show that selection at the BGS sites in-
creases the rate of fixation at major sites. Figure 2 shows
the effect of such selection on the rate of fixation of
major mutations, with parameters estimated as being
realistic for the neo-Y chromosome of D. miranda and
scaled appropriately by the population size (N ¼ 1000;
s ¼ 0.63; U ¼ 3.78). As with the results shown in Figure
S1 and Figure S2, for a much wider range of parameters,
the value of r/U increases with the amount of back-
ground selection at nonsynonymous sites. Note, how-
ever, that for the parameter combinations estimated for
the D. miranda neo-Y chromosome, the background
selection effect is not very large: even when there is no
selection at BGS sites (dotted line), r/U is about 2%. The
ratio r/U increases to somewhat more than twice this
value for the longest chromosomes simulated here (L¼
1.28 Mb) and may be even higher for chromosomes of
the size of the ancestral neo-Y chromosome (with over
twice as much coding sequence), especially as we have
only considered the BGS effects of nonsynonymous
mutations.

Overall, the r/U obtained from the simulations for the
largest set of BGS sites is 0.048, which is somewhat lower
than the estimated value for the D. miranda neo-Y
(0.058) given in the introduction, but the 95%
confidence interval for this estimate is 0.045 to 0.071,

ignoring the uncertainty in the estimate of the fraction
of indel mutations. We can also ask if the simulated
values correspond to those predicted using the equa-
tions presented in methods, using the effective pop-
ulation size for neutral sites in the presence of BGS at
nonsynonymous sites when calculating N0. The results
are shown in Table 2 and Table S2. The predicted rates
are clearly higher than those observed in the simula-
tions, so that the Ne driving the ratchet is much larger
than is suggested by levels of neutral diversity.

DISCUSSION

Plausibility of the model: The importance of Muller’s
ratchet in driving the degeneration of Y chromosomes
has been questioned, mainly because the timescales
involved were inferred to be too large to be biologi-
cally plausible (Charlesworth 1996). In addition,
Engelstädter (2008) showed that, in some circum-
stances, the presence of low-frequency deleterious
mutations on X-linked homologs of the Y chromosome
can greatly slow down the ratchet, compared with what is
found in haploid simulations of the type used here.

Here, we ignored the presence of these mutations,
under the assumption that strongly deleterious muta-
tions on the freely recombining X chromosome will be
held at low frequencies under mutation–selection
balance, as would be expected for mutations with
selection coefficients of 0.0015 in populations with the
effective size of D. miranda. We now consider whether
this is justified. The selection coefficient used in our
models of major mutations is the harmonic mean
selection coefficient against major mutations on the
evolving neo-Y chromosome, obtained from Langley

et al. (1981). They used data on the frequencies of null
alleles at autosomal loci in D. melanogaster populations,
together with the rate of mutation to null alleles,
and substituting these into the standard formula
for mutation–selection equilibrium (Haldane 1927).

Figure 1.—r/U scales with the diploid population size, N.
At the ‘‘major’’ sites, Ns for the corresponding diploid popu-
lation is 315, as estimated for ‘‘major’’ mutations. At the BGS
sites, selection occurs with a constant selection coefficient, so
that Ns¼ 10 for the diploid population. The mutation rates at
all sites are also scaled by the population size. L ¼ 32 kb in all
cases; each data point is the average of four simulation runs.

Figure 2.—The effect of increasing the number of sites sub-
ject to BGS on the rate of fixation of ‘‘major’’ mutations (the
values are the averages of four simulation runs). Diamonds:
U ¼ 3.78 and s ¼ 0.63, which correspond to the scaled values
of U ¼ 0.009 and s ¼ 0.0015 as estimated for the D. miranda
neo-Y. Selection at the BGS sites is drawn from a log-normal
distribution with Ns(harmonic mean) ¼ 10. The dashed line
indicates the simulated value of r/U when there is no BGS.
Squares, U ¼ 2.50, s ¼ 0.63; triangles, U ¼ 1.89, s ¼ 0.63.
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Since the frequencies of null alleles are very low, their
estimate can be equated to the harmonic mean of hs91
q*s9, where h is the dominance coefficient, s9 is the
homozygous selection coefficient, and q* is the equilib-
rium frequency of a null allele at a locus; the latter term
takes into account the contribution of the occasional
homozygote to the net fitness of a null allele. Under the
assumptions of our model, this quantity should be the
same as the net harmonic mean selection coefficient
experienced by a major mutation on the neo-Y chro-
mosome, incorporating its chance of encountering a
mutation of the same type at the same locus on the neo-
X chromosomes. It follows that our haploid model
should accurately represent the early evolution of the
D. miranda neo-Y chromosome.

Our simulation results show that a high rate of
accumulation of strongly deleterious mutations on an
evolving Y chromosome in a Drosophila population can
be achieved with biologically reasonable parameters,
due to Hill–Robertson interference effects among
sites subject to purifying selection. Under free recom-
bination, the expected rate of fixation of strongly
deleterious loss-of-function mutations (Equation 3 in
methods) is virtually zero when s ¼ 0.63, U ¼ 3.78, and
N ¼ 1000. When rescaled to the estimated effective
population size for the D. miranda neo-Y chromosome,
these parameter values correspond to a harmonic mean
selection coefficient against major mutations of 0.0015,
and a mutation rate to major mutations of 0.009, which
we have argued to be plausible or even conservative.
However, with no recombination, such mutations can
become fixed in our simulations, at a rate that is not far
from the rate observed for the neo-Y, especially when we
take the effect of weak selection against amino acid
mutations in the background (BGS sites) into account.

Given the exponential dependence of the rate of the
ratchet, r, on U, a reduction in U has a large effect on r
(Equations 1 and 2). As about half of the genes
originally present on the D. miranda neo-Y have lost
their function since the origin of the chromosome

(Bachtrog et al. 2008), we can assume the maximum
reduction in U to be 50%. Figure 2 shows that, when U
is reduced to two-thirds or one-half of its original value,
r/U is indeed reduced far below the observed value
of 5.8%.

It is important to note in this context that the relative
effect of selection at BGS sites on the speed of the
ratchet is larger when U is smaller: for U ¼ 2.5, r/U
increases by a factor of about 160 when the number of
BGS sites increases from 32 kb to 1.28 Mb, as opposed
to a factor of only about 2 to 4 for U ¼ 3.78. When
U¼ 1.89, the ratchet was stalled for short chromosomes
(L ¼ 32 kb), but was going at a relative rate of 0.4% for
L ¼ 1.28 Mb. As previously suggested (Bachtrog

2008b; Engelstädter 2008), the speed of the ratchet
is likely to vary over different stages of Y chromosome
degeneration: when the overall occurrence of major
mutations is still high, interference among very strongly
selected mutations alone leads to their fast accumula-
tion, and the process is accelerated (about two- to
fourfold) by the presence of BGS sites. With the erosion
of genes from the neo-Y, U decreases and the ratchet
slows down, but the effect of mutations at nonsynon-
ymous sites starts to increase, until U becomes so low
that the BGS effect cannot greatly increase the ratchet
any longer (eventually the BGS effect will disappear as
well). This process might lead to a stable situation; i.e.,
once the Y chromosome contains few enough genes,
selection will be able to purge the occasional loss-of-
function mutations that hit it.

Most old nonrecombining chromosomes, such as the
Y chromosome in humans or D. melanogaster, have a very
low gene content (Skaletsky et al. 2003; Carvalho

et al. 2009), and Muller’s ratchet may no longer be
driving the fixation of knock-out mutations. However,
the process leading to this stage from a large non-
recombining region of the genome may well have been
driven by a ratchet. The effects of the ratchet may also
limit the size of nonrecombining regions of the ge-
nome, and, consistent with this, a large-scale expansion

TABLE 2

The expected rates (r/U) for simulations using scaled parameters for the D. miranda neo-Y

L (kb)

32 192 320 640 1280

U ¼ 3.78, s ¼ 0.63 N0 0.27 0.10 0.06 0.05 0.03
r/U (Gessler) 0.00 0.17 0.17 0.50 0.33
r/U (Equations 2 with TA correction) 0.11 0.15 0.17 0.18 0.19

U ¼ 2.5, s ¼ 0.63 N0 2.04 0.76 0.49 0.40 0.26
r/U (Gessler) NA 0.17 0.17 0.17 0.33
r/U (Equations 2 with TA correction) 0.05 0.10 0.13 0.15 0.18

U ¼ 1.89, s ¼ 0.63 N0 5.38 1.99 1.29 1.05 0.67
r/U (Gessler) NA NA NA NA 0.17
r/U (Equations 2 with TA correction) 0.03 0.07 0.09 0.11 0.15

Expected rates were calculated using both the method of Gessler (1995) and Equations 2 (with the addition of TA), including
the effects of BGS on the value of Ne. The corresponding rates for the simulations are shown in Figure 2.
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in the gene content of a nonrecombining region has
not been reported, although small numbers of genes
have been added to the highly degenerated Y chromo-
somes of Drosophila and mammals (Skaletsky et al.
2003; Carvalho et al. 2009). [The successive expansion
of the nonrecombining regions of evolving Y chromo-
somes, resulting in ‘‘evolutionary strata’’ (Lahn and
Page 1999), is a quite different process from this, since
it involves a succession of events that create newly
nonrecombining genomic regions from previously re-
combining ones.]

The effects of dosage compensation: In an evolving
sex chromosome system, gene loss from the Y chromo-
some is expected to lead to the evolution of dosage
compensation (Charlesworth 1978), since there is a
selective advantage to increasing the expression of
functional alleles on the X relative to their inactivated
counterparts on the Y. Even though the exact mecha-
nisms are still unknown, there is evidence for partial
dosage compensation in the D. miranda neo-X/neo-Y
system (Bone and Kuroda 1996; Marin et al. 1996).

There is no clear relationship between the rate of
amino acid evolution on the neo-Y and the relative
expression levels of neo-Y vs. neo-X genes (Bachtrog

2006), which generally but not always have lower ex-
pression than their X-linked counterparts. It is not clear
that this reduction in neo-Y gene expression reflects
dosage compensation; the fact that a minority of neo-Y
genes are more highly expressed than their counter-
parts on the neo-X suggests that mutations in regulatory
sequences that disturb expression in either direction
may well be accumulating (Bachtrog 2006). This
would increase interference effects and hence speed
up the ratchet. Similarly, genes that are recruited onto
the Y chromosome (and hence not present on the X)
will be under strong purifying selection and contribute
to U. The overall impact of these factors seems, however,
unlikely to change the parameter space to such an
extent that the ratchet would come to a halt during the
early stages of neo-Yevolution, although the ratchet may
well not account for the full degeneration of Y chromo-
somes (Bachtrog 2008b).

The effect of BGS sites on the rate of the ratchet:
When the difference in mean s between the two types of
selected sites (BGS sites and major sites) is very large,
the model based on the reduction in Ne inferred from
neutral sites subject to BGS performs poorly in predict-
ing the rate of the ratchet; i.e., the ratchet clicks a lot
more slowly than expected. In other words, the pool of
individuals from which the population is ultimately
derived, the ‘‘least-loaded class,’’ is larger than that
predicted from the effective number of individuals that
determines levels of nucleotide diversity in the BGS
simulations (Kaiser and Charlesworth 2009) (see
Figure 2, Table 2, and Figure S2). This makes intuitive
sense, because the important factor determining trans-
mission to the next generation is fitness relative to the

population average. The relative fitness reduction due
to ‘‘major’’ mutations is about 30 times larger than the
mutations at BGS sites for the parameters used in Figure
2; hence, a few mutations at BGS sites in a chromosome
will not make much of a difference for an individual that
is otherwise free of ‘‘major’’ mutations—its overall
fitness will still be high compared to the rest of the
population.

However, when the s values at the two types of sites are
similar (as in Figure S1), mutations at BGS sites can
reduce the chance of reproduction considerably. In
addition, the movement of a ratchet is associated with a
substantial reduction in Ne at neutral or weakly selected
sites (Gordo et al. 2002). This means that the Nes values
at the BGS sites in our simulations will be greatly
reduced relative to their values in the absence of the
major mutations, thereby undermining their ability
to cause Hill–Robertson interference. When U at the
major sites is reduced, the relative effect of BGS
mutations becomes larger, increasing the impact of
BGS on the ratchet (Figure 2). The idea that that the
extent of interference with other sites on the speed of
the ratchet is affected by the relative magnitudes of the
selection coefficients at the sites concerned has pre-
viously been discussed in a somewhat different context
(Gordo and Charlesworth 2001; Söderberg and
Berg 2007).

Can selective sweeps explain the neo-Y data?: Selec-
tive sweeps can drag deleterious mutations to fixation,
as long as the fitness benefit due to the advantageous
mutation outweighs the cost of carrying deleterious
mutations in the genomic background (Rice 1987;
Johnson and Barton 2002; Hadany and Feldman

2005). Recent studies of DNA sequence evolution in
D. melanogaster and D. simulans have suggested that
around 50% of fixed differences between species in
protein sequences and some types of noncoding
sequences such as UTRs are the result of positive
selection (Sella et al. 2009). If this applies to D. miranda
and its relatives, as is suggested by recent data (Bachtrog

2008a), then there has been ample opportunity for
numerous selective sweeps on the evolving neo-Y
chromosome lineage, given the size of this chromosome
(around 3000 genes) and its time of origin (1.75 million
years ago, corresponding to KS ¼ 0.012). For example,
with KA/KS ¼ 0.08 and assuming 1000 nonsynonymous
nucleotide sites per gene, as is typical for Drosophila
proteins (Clark et al. 2007), we would expect approx-
imately 0.5 3 0.08 3 0.012 3 1000 3 3000¼ 1440 sweeps
to have occurred if the neo-Y protein sequences were
evolving at the standard rate. With 10 generations a year,
this would correspond to 1 sweep every 12,150 gener-
ations on the neo-Y lineage, a relatively modest rate.

Given this low rate, it is reasonable to assume that
each sweep is followed by a period of recovery, after
which mutation–selection balance for major mutations
would be approximately reestablished (ignoring the
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ratchet). The estimates of the mutation and selection
parameters for loss-of-function mutations on the neo-Y
(see above) suggest that each ancestral neo-Y would
have carried, on average, U/s ¼ 6 major deleterious
mutations. Hence, an advantageous mutation will, on
average, arise on a genomic background that carries six
such mutations. Assuming that there were originally
about 3000 genes on the neo-Y, about half of which now
carry ‘‘major’’ mutations, this suggests that the number
of sweeps needed to explain the data is about 1500/6 ¼
250, much smaller than the above estimate.

This estimate is, however, likely to be conservative.
First, even though an advantageous mutation will, on
average hit a chromosome carrying six major deleteri-
ous mutations, the chance of fixation of the beneficial
mutation will be higher when it happens to hit a
chromosome with fewer mutations, decreasing the
average number of major mutations fixed with each
sweep. Second, with a decline in U over time, the
number of major mutations segregating in the popula-
tion will also decline, and with it the number of
deleterious mutations fixed with each sweep. On the
other hand, the chance of fixation of the beneficial
mutation will increase when there are fewer deleterious
mutations in the background, so these effects may
counterbalance each other.

Third, Johnson and Barton (2002) showed that the
fixation probabilities of beneficial mutations are con-
siderably reduced by BGS if their selection coefficients
are smaller in size than U. In this case, this result
suggests that only beneficial mutations with selective
advantages of the order of 1% would have a reasonable
chance of fixation. The methods that have been used to
estimate these selection coefficients in Drosophila yield
very different values: the two extremes are 10�5 and 1%
(Sella et al. 2009). The lower value would clearly not
be compatible with the fixation of beneficial mutations
in the presence of the major mutations we have
been considering, while the higher value is compatible.
Further research is needed to resolve this issue.

Selective sweeps may thus have contributed to some
of the observed fixations, although patterns of neutral
diversity on the neo-Y are consistent with the action of
purifying selection alone (Kaiser and Charlesworth

2009). However, a recent analysis of the non-crossing-
over dot chromosome of D. americana, which contains
only 80 genes, found no evidence for adaptive fixations
of amino acid mutations, in contrast to the large
fraction of fixations on other chromosomes that ap-
peared to have been driven by positive selection
(Betancourt et al. 2009). This strongly suggests that
the reduction in effective population size associated
with reduced recombination greatly reduces the efficacy
of positive selection, which would undermine the ability
of selective sweeps to contribute to the degeneration of
Y chromosomes. However, given the fact that our
estimate of the contribution from the ratchet falls

somewhat short of the observed rate of fixation of major
effect mutations, both the ratchet and sweeps may
contribute.
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the manuscript. V.B.K. was supported by a postgraduate studentship
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2 SI 

FILE S1 

SUPPORTING INFORMATION 

 

Tests of equations (1) and (2): In test runs, it was checked whether the simulations produced similar rates of r/U for the 

“major” mutations as suggested by Equations 1 and 2, using a range of parameters for U and s. To calculate the expected rate, 

we used Equation 2a or 2b respectively, depending on the value of β, and added the term TA (Equation 1) to obtain the total 

expected time between clicks of the ratchet. Simulations with or without selection at the BGS sites were performed, as shown 

in Table S1. It can be seen that equations Equations 1 and 2often tend to overestimate r, sometimes quite badly, but can be 

used as a rough guideline for the expected rate of the ratchet when there is no selection at the BGS sites (upper part of Table 

S1). The first two rows of Table S1 show parameter combinations used by GORDO and CHARLESWORTH (2000a), who 

obtained rates that were very similar to ours, suggesting that our simulations produce comparable results (r/U ≈ 0.131 and 

r/U ≈ 0.035 from Figure 1 in GORDO and CHARLESWORTH (2000a), compared to our r/U-values of 0.129 and 0.040 

respectively). 

With selection at the BGS sites, we observe a large increase in the rate of the ratchet (lower part of Table S1); the 

observed rate is now substantially larger than expected from equations (1) and (2) when ignoring BGS, and the effect is more 

pronounced when selection at the “major” sites is not very strong (s = 0.2). However, the observed rate is more similar to the 

expected rate when the latter is calculated using the “background selection Ne” instead of N in the theoretical predictions, at 

least for the first two parameter combinations shown in Table S1, for which s = 0.2. 
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TABLE S1 

Testing Equation (2), with corrections for TA (Equation 1). The first part of the Table gives results for simulation runs without selection at the BGS sites, i.e. considering Muller’s 

ratchet only. The second part shows results with selection at the BGS sites combined with Muller’s ratchet. In the last column, the expected rate, r(exp, with BGS), was calculated 

assuming that N is reduced to the Ne suggested by the BGS simulations (KAISER and CHARLESWORTH 2009). 

1.)No Background selection 

U s U/s N0 β r/U (observed) r (obs)/r (exp) r(obs)/r(exp, with BGS)  

0.0240 0.015 1.60 202 1.82 0.040 0.86 N.A. 

0.0585 0.015 3.90 20 0.18 0.129 0.97 N.A. 

0.1200 0.05 2.40 91 2.72 0.005 0.36 N.A. 

0.0220 0.01 2.20 111 0.66 0.080 0.75 N.A. 

0.0010 0.001 1.00 368 0.22 0.436 0.69 N.A. 

0.1000 0.02 5.00 7 0.08 0.129 0.88 N.A. 

0.025 0.0063 4.00 18 0.07 0.197 0.90 N.A. 

0.69 0.20 3.45 32 3.81 0.002 0.48 N.A. 

3.78 0.63 6.0 2.5 0.94 0.021 0.78 N.A. 

2.) Background selection at nonsynonymous sites 

0.691 0.20 3.45 32 3.81 0.071 16.79 0.61 

0.692 0.20 3.45 32 3.81 0.297 70.57 1.28 

3.782 0.63 6.0 2.5 0.94 0.032 1.14 0.19 

1 BGS with L = 32 kb; Ne (BGS simulations) = 108   
2 BGS with L = 320 kb; Ne (BGS simulations) = 2 
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The effects of varying L and s: As shown in Figure S1, r/U is consistently higher when there are more sites under 

background selection (L = 1.28 Mb versus L = 320 kb). The expected values for r/U were calculated taking the reduction in 

Ne due to the BGS sites into account; both the observed and the expected rate decrease with increasing s (because more 

strongly deleterious mutations accumulate more slowly), but the observed rate decreases faster than the expected rate. 

Accordingly, when s at the “major” sites – and hence the difference between the two types of selection coefficients– becomes 

larger, the effect of the BGS sites becomes increasingly less pronounced. The expected r/U values calculated without the 

reduction in Ne caused by the BGS sites are about two orders of magnitude lower than the observed r/U values in Figure S1 

(see Table S2). 

 

Longer chromosomes (more BGS) lead to higher rates of fixation at the “major” sites (Figures S1 and S2). Note that, if the 

parameter β (a major determinant of the rate of the ratchet in the absence of BGS (GORDO and CHARLESWORTH 2000a; JAIN 

2008) is held constant (as in Figures S1 and S2), the ratio r/U decreases with increasing U/s, whereas the actual rate, r, 

increases (this is simply due to the non-linear effects of U, s and β and the fact that U increases faster than r) (Figure S2). For 

the smallest s value at the “major sites” simulated (s = 0.06), the increase in r/U with increasing L is most pronounced (r/U 

increases from 3% to 78%), suggesting that BGS can have a very large effect on r, provided that s values at the two types of 

sites are similar. 
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FIGURE S1.—The effect of varying s at the “major sites”, with different levels of background selection, i.e. different 

values of L. β (not taking the BGS effect into account) is held constant at 6.9. Since β = Nexp(-U/s)0.6s , U also varies with 

s; values of U are listed in Table S2.  The plot shows the observed and expected r/U for two lengths of chromosomes (L = 

320 kb and L = 1.28 Mb respectively). The expected r/U values were calculated assuming that N in equation 3 is reduced to 

the Ne suggested by the BGS simulations described by KAISER and CHARLESWORTH (2009). The corresponding expected r/U 

values without the BGS effect are listed in Table S2. 

Symbols: Left-hand axis: red squares (filled symbols), solid line: observed r/U for L = 320 kb; red squares (open symbols), 

dotted line: expected r/U for L = 320 kb; blue diamonds (filled symbols), solid line: observed r/U for L = 1,280 kb; blue 

diamonds (open symbols), dotted line: expected r/U for L = 1,280 kb. 

Right-hand axis: black squares, dashed line: N0 (without the BGS effects). 
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TABLE S2 

Expected rates of the ratchet for “major” mutations for a range of U and s values when β is held constant. The expected rate increases with decreasing N0, but r/U actually decreases 

due to the relatively higher increase in U.  

U s U/s N β (noBGS) N0 (no BGS) r (expected, no BGS) r/U (expected, no BGS) 

0.099 0.06 1.65 1,000 6.9 192 5.38 x 10-05 5.42 x 10-04 

0.155 0.08 1.94 1,000 6.9 144 7.17 x 10-05 4.62 x 10-04 

0.216 0.10 2.16 1,000 6.9 115 8.96 x 10-05 4.14 x 10-04 

0.281 0.12 2.35 1,000 6.9 96 1.08 x 10-04 3.82 x 10-04 

0.385 0.15 2.57 1,000 6.9 77 1.34 x 10-04 3.49 x 10-04 

0.571 0.20 2.86 1,000 6.9 58 1.79 x 10-04 3.14 x 10-04 

0.770 0.25 3.08 1,000 6.9 46 2.24 x 10-04 2.91 x 10-04 

0.978 0.30 3.26 1,000 6.9 38 2.69 x 10-04 2.75 x 10-04 
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FIGURE S2.—Dependence of r/U on U/s and L. As in Figure S1, β (not taking the BGS effect into account) is held 

constant at 6.9; Symbols: filled symbols, solid lines: r (right-hand Y axis); open symbols, dotted lines: r/U (left-hand 

axis). Blue diamonds: U = 0.099, s = 0.06, U/s = 1.65; red triangles: U = 0.216, s = 0.10, U/s = 2.16; green crosses: U = 

0.385, s = 0.15, U/s = 2.57; purple asterisks: U = 0.978, s = 0.30, U/s = 3.26. 
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